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Much of Paternoster Row, dear to authors and publishers, was largely swept away overnight in 1940.
One of the landmarks destroyed was the Chapter
Coffee House, 'about which Chatterton wrote glowingly and misleadingly to his mother while he was
starving in a Holborn garret.' Charlotte and Anne
Bronte stayed at the Chapter on a visit to their London
publisher in 1848. O n the night of the fire that made
most of the book trade temporarily homeless, Amen

Yet in the district round St. Paul's the Londoner
sees an almost unidentifiable landscape. Famihar streets
have become broad open spaces. St. Augustine's
church, once keeping to itself on the corner of Watling
Street, now seems, in the strikingly changed perspective, more like an antechapel of St. Paul's. N e w vistas
are open. The Stationers' Hall, hidden for years behind
the book warehouses and offices of Amen Corner,
is now clearly visible from Warwick Lane. The Hall
is severely damaged, but not beyond repair. Most of
the famous halls of the City Companies, however, are
now but memories.

masterpiece and so sound its fabric that the injuries
are strictly localized and hardly apparent until they
are seen at close quarters. Even then, in proportion
to the surrounding vastness, they seem scarcely more
than the gnawings of giant rats.'
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Much of Paternoster Row, dear to authors and publishers, was largely swept away overnight in 1940.
One of the landmarks destroyed was the Chapter
CoflFee House, 'about which Chatterton wrote glowingly and misleadingly to his mother while he was
starving in a Holborn garret.' Charlotte and Anne
Bronte stayed at the Chapter on a visit to their London
publisher in 1848. O n the night of the fire that made
most of the book trade temporarily homeless, Amen

Yet in the district round St. Paul's the Londoner
sees an almost unidentifiable landscape. Familiar streets
have become broad open spaces. St. Augustine's
church, once keeping to itself on the corner of Watling
Street, now seems, in the strikingly changed perspective, more Uke an antechapel of St. Paul's. N e w vistas
are open. The Stationers' Hall, hidden for years behind
the book warehouses and offices of Amen Corner,
is now clearly visible from Warwick Lane. The Hall
is severely damaged, but not beyond repair. Most of
the famous halls of the City Companies, however, are
now but memories.
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